Set up yamaha receiver

The AV receiver is the powerhouse of the home cinema experience. It binds together the
sources, the speakers and what you see on screen. It brings cinema magic into your home,
cocooning you in a soundscape of humour, drama, crashes, bangs and wallops. But AV
receivers are imposing machines. AV receivers may look complicated, but it can be easier to pin
down requirements for buying your new amp than most other hi-f or AV kit. So your amp
requirements will largely be dictated by this. Thinking about installing an Atmos system from
the start? Firstly, we envy you, and hope you have permission from your neighbours above.
Next to consider is connections. Price is obviously a big factor, too. You can only buy what your
budget dictates, after all, and that does simplify matters somewhat. A grand and more:
everything above, but more power, bigger scale of sound, more speaker terminals, more
fine-tuned audio calibrations and more features. How much should you spend in a given
system? What about everything else? That will stop any pops, shorting of circuits or any other
possible damage to your system. Most if not all amps have everything clearly labelled. This
means the manufacturer has taken care to optimise these inputs for those particular sources.
The Blu-ray input, for example, might offer the shortest signal path to the processor and so
delivers the best performance. And the USB port in front? Most AV receivers come with a set-up
mic. Once the mic is plugged in, simply follow the on-screen instructions to the letter and let the
calibration run its course. Some take only a handful of seconds, while others can take more
than five minutes because they take multiple measurements. We tend to go off and make a cup
of tea for the longer ones. Set the subwoofer volume about halfway, run the calibration and then
adjust accordingly if it sounds too bassy or not bassy enough when playing a film clip. Trust
your ears: if it sounds wrong, it probably is, so adjust away. You can even get nerdy like us and
adjust the speaker levels using a sound pressure meter level or use the equivalent smartphone
app â€” they genuinely work. We'd also suggest going back into the menus and manually
turning off any dynamic range compression sometimes referred to as DRC in the menus. This
reduces the dynamic range of the amp and is really for late-night listening so any huge bangs
and crashes don't annoy the neighbours. If you're going to be mainly watching movies at more
sociable hours, then you'll want to hear the soundtrack in all its glory, right? The latter can be
enormous fun to play around with, and Yamaha has some of the best sound programs for
invoking a specific environment and delivering a subtle yet convincing effect. On the other
hand, you might find you need a specific mode to play Dolby Atmos or DTS:X soundtracks
which are layered on top of the standard 5. So what are you waiting for? Pop in your favourite
film, grab some snacks, and enjoy your new, perfectly set up home cinema system. What Hi-Fi?
Please deactivate your ad blocker in order to see our subscription offer. See all comments 0. No
comments yet Comment from the forums. Most Popular. A leading provider of homesourcing:
customer and technical support solutions delivered by home-based employees. Setting up your
own home theater can be incredibly rewarding, and provide an experience close to, and
sometimes better than going to the cinema. This guide will give you the tools and knowledge
you need to create the setup at home you've always wanted, bringing your movie and television
experience to the next level. Your Yamaha RX-V will provide the hub, where you'll connect all
other elements of your home theater system, tying it all together. Like any hobby or job, there's
a lot of very technical terms used to describe the various elements of a home theater system.
Because of this, this guide cannot be exhaustive, but we'll be focused on a few, common terms
you'll be encountering throughout this process. At first, setting up a home theater can be
daunting, but a little careful planning can go a very long way in making it a fun, easy, and
rewarding experience. To start, make a list of every device you have that you'd like to get
connected to your home theater system. While this seems silly at first, it keeps things very
organized for later, making this an invaluable step. It's also helpful if you run into problems. If
your Smart TV starts having problems, and you need to call someone for help, moving things
around to look behind is a hassle. Simply glancing at a single sheet of paper with everything
written down makes it a lot easier. This lets you easily take stock of what you have, determine
the number and types of cables you'll need, decide what is going where when it's time to
connect everything, and generally organize your setup. While this, too, can seem silly at first, it
is key to understanding how everything connects. The best installers at movie theaters all have
a 'map' drawn up simply showing where each part is, where it goes, and how it connects. When
it comes to troubleshooting, adding a new device, or taking one away later, this will be the
single most helpful document you have. It can be as simple or as complex as you feel you need.
In most cases, for a home theater, a simple diagram with your receiver in the center, and each
device around it with colored, labeled lines indicating the type of connection used, arrows for
inputs and outputs, and speakers involved is more than adequate. While you simply need to
power every device in your home theater setup, thinking about how to protect your investment
from power surges is also something to consider. All power delivery devices wear out over

time. Some may wear out more slowly, but expect to have to replace this part of your system
every couple of years to avoid problems. It can be extremely dangerous to connect one power
delivery device to another, or 'daisy-chain' them. Always plug these devices directly into a wall
outlet, and not into another power delivery device. Most home theater equipment now has the
ability to connect to your home network, and provide content from the Internet. From your
Smart TV showing Netflix, to your game console that can play games with people across the
world, to your Blu-ray player retrieving additional content for different movies, or even Internet
radio stations on your receiver, it's a good idea to plan ahead for your Internet-enabled home
theater system. Most speakers will use very standard, simple 2-wire cables to connect them to
your receiver. Since your receiver will now be handling all component switching, there will only
need to be one HDMI cable plugged into your television. Connecting a digital optical cable from
your TV to your receiver is only necessary if you have a Smart TV with apps that you would like
to make use of. Your TV will need a way to get that audio to the receiver to be heard through the
speakers connected to it. If you do not have a Smart TV, or do not plan on using your Smart
TV's apps in favor of another device, this cable is unnecessary. Please be aware that the labels
on the HDMI ports of your receiver are only a guide. These ports can accept any type of HDMI
device being plugged into them and can easily be renamed within your receiver's settings. This
remote uses 2 batteries. Make sure they are inserted correctly. It is critical to perform this step
before moving forward, as we will be cleaning up the cables behind, next. After this, while it is
entirely possible to make changes, it is a much greater hassle. You can use one, or multiple
different methods to give the look, and accessibility you want to the wiring of your home theater
system. Cable bundling will most likely be the first step in cleaning up the cables from your
home theater installation. Leave slack at your bundle points. Do not tighten down any strap too
much, you want some give and movement in case something shifts, and you don't want to
accidentally cut, bend, crimp, or otherwise damage your cables. Adhesive Pads Small, sticky
pads to attach your bundles to. Some come built into various straps or ties, some are reusable,
such as adhesive putty. Do not bundle power cables with any other cables. Power, by its very
nature, creates an electromagnetic field when flowing through a cable. This can severely
degrade quality for other cables they are bundled with, especially speaker wire. It's best to keep
these as far away from other cables as possible, in their own bundle, for example. During your
bundling process, it's often a good idea to use small labels near the ends of each cable, just in
case you need to disconnect something in the future. You can use a label printer to make these,
but a small strip of masking tape works just as well. For example, on your Blu-ray player's HDMI
cable, a little loop of tape saying "Blu-ray" where it connects to your Blu-ray player, and where it
connects to the receiver, can help you immensely should you replace the player, or the receiver,
somewhere down the line. Likewise for power cables. These cookies are necessary for the
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sources so we can measure and improve the performance of our site. They help us to know
which pages are the most and least popular and see how visitors move around the site. All
information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. If you do not allow
these cookies we will not know when you have visited our site, and will not be able to monitor
its performance. These cookies may be set through our site by our advertising partners. They
may be used by those companies to build a profile of your interests and show you relevant
adverts on other sites. They do not store directly personal information, but are based on
uniquely identifying your browser and internet device. If you do not allow these cookies, you
will experience less targeted advertising. These cookies enable the website to provide
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Something that generates audio or video. Your Blu-Ray player is a source of audio and video for
the movies you play on it. Your cable box is a source of audio and video for television, and so
on. Output This is where the device creates signal to go to another device. For example, the
HDMI port on the back of your Blu-Ray player is an output that sends its picture to whatever it is
plugged into. Input This is where a device accepts signal from another device. For example, the
HDMI ports on the back of your television are inputs that accept the signal your Blu-Ray player
is sending to it. Receiver or Tuner This is the 'hub', or the central point all of your equipment
connects to. Your Receiver will take in inputs from various sources, and route them to various
outputs. For example, you connect your game console to your receiver, and your receiver plays
the sound through the speakers connected to it, and displays the video on the television which
is also connected to it. HDMI Common type of cable used to connect home theater equipment.
Named after the Radio Corporation of America. Used mostly for audio, and older video
equipment. Optical Common type of cable and connection for home theater equipment. It is a
fiber-optic cable for audio. Coax Common type of cable to connect from your antenna, satellite
dish, or cable provider to your decoder box. Write down what you have To start, make a list of
every device you have that you'd like to get connected to your home theater system. For each
device, you'll want the following information: What the device is, its make and model, and the
types of connections it uses both inputs and outputs. You can then highlight the connection
you decide to use within your setup. Draw a diagram While this, too, can seem silly at first, it is
key to understanding how everything connects. This is an area where a little planning goes a
very long way: How many devices will you be connecting? If you have six total devices, a small
four plug power strip will not suffice. Will you want to expand and add more devices later? Most
people will end up adding to and expanding with more devices in the future. You'll want to have
extra outlets available to accommodate your future needs. Do you want an easy way to turn on
and off your whole setup? Some power delivery devices will have front-facing power switches,
or readouts for how power delivery is happening. What shape of plugs do you have? While most
devices have moved away from the large, boxy AC to DC adapters that stick out of the wall or
hang off the socket, they can still pose a problem. Depending on the type of power delivery
accessory you choose, these types of plugs might interfere with neighboring outlets. Some
power delivery device manufacturers have taken this into account, and rotated the plugs to
make it less of an issue. Different types of Power Protection There are 3 different types of power
distribution and protection devices. Very low cost. Minimal, if any, protection. Most power
surges are just passed through to your equipment which can damage or ultimately destroy
them. Some models have a small fuse in them which is destroyed when a particularly strong
surge occurs. Average cost. Provides decent protection to your devices. Some of these types
tend to offer some extra protection as well for cable lines or networking lines. Many come with
simple warranties that protect against power surge damage should your devices incur any while
connected to one of these. Very high cost. Provides not only decent protection, but also
'conditions' the power, so there's little if any noise or power fluctuations introduced to your
equipment. While subjective and very dependent on what is coming to your equipment in the
first place, some people feel it can help with picture and sound quality. These tend to be
aesthetically pleasing, and integrate well with modern home theater and surround sound
setups. Many devices can make Wi-Fi connections. This usually works just fine, but just like any
other Wi-Fi device, it can end up with interference that can cause stuttering, lower picture
quality, or a complete inability to play. If possible, it's always a great idea to consider setting up
a hard-wired Ethernet connection for your devices. Also, this tends to be easier; no passwords
to remember, just another wire to plug in. If you see one, you don't have to use Wi-Fi to connect
it to your home network. You can use that wired connection to provide faster, easier setup. To
make things even easier, you can use a network switch to connect everything with one cable
back to your router. These are small boxes that basically give you more Ethernet ports for the
back of your router. The benefit here would be that you'd connect all of your home theater
devices to the switch, then have only one Ethernet cable connecting your switch to your router,
giving you the most reliable connection possible for all of your connected home theater
devices. Speaker wire has a polarity. In other words, it matters which side plugs in where. Most
speaker wire will already be in a bundle of 2, and one of the cables will be a different color, or
have a stripe of color or a label of some sort so you can identify them easily. You will need one
'run' of cable both wires for each speaker. Make sure it is long enough to not only reach, but
follow the contours of your room, and some extra for slack. This keeps them from being

accidentally pulled out. Depending on the model of the receiver you are using, the type of
terminal you will plug your speaker wire into may vary. Many receivers and speakers may allow
for you to use something called banana plugs, which can be attached to the speaker wires
before plugging them in to give a cleaner, easier to use, and more permanent solution for
connecting your speakers to your receiver. Connect each speaker to your receiver. Pay close
attention to positive and negative markings on each speaker wire, as not all speaker wire is
color coded like the speaker inputs are on your receiver. Insert the wires following the
illustration below. Connect your subwoofer. This tends to be a single RCA-style cable. In most
cases, most people prefer to use a simple, high-quality HDMI connection between their home
theater receiver and their TV. Plug one end into the back of your TV. Connect the other end of
the cable to your receiver. If necessary, connect a digital optical cable to the back of your TV
optical out , and the other end to your receiver optical in. Connect the coax cable from your
premium television provider to your cable or satellite decoder. If you're using one, connect the
coax cable from your outdoor antenna to your receiver for FM radio signals. If you're using one,
connect the simple 2-wire lead for your AM antenna to your receiver for AM radio signals. Wired
Connection If you intend to use a hard-wired Ethernet connection for your RX-V, connect one
end of the Ethernet cable to the port on the rear of your receiver, then the other end to your
network switch, or directly to your home's router. Connect each of your sources Blu-ray, cable
box, game console, etc. Many connectors will have labels to guide you. The Yamaha RX-V has a
non-removable power cable attached to the rear. Connect this to your power management
device. Connect power for all your other devices to your power management device as well.
Turn on your home theater devices, and test them out. Make sure you can watch premium TV.
Make sure you can watch a Blu-ray movie. Make sure your game console works. Make sure any
audio devices, such as a record player, work. Make sure the speakers are in the correct
locations. Test any other device you have setup as part of your home theater. We're here to
help! Related articles. Turn on the unit using the remote by hitting the power button. Press the
Setup button. Press Enter. Use the arrow keys to input your security key and then select OK.
When done press Setup to exit the setup. We can now begin bundling together and making the
cables behind your system neat and tidy. Cable bundling Cable bundling will most likely be the
first step in cleaning up the cables from your home theater installation. Cable Ties Sometimes
called zip ties, these are plastic, with a groove on one side, and a simple locking mechanism on
the other. After securing the cables, cut off the remaining end of the cable tie. Given their
incredibly low price, they are disposable. When you need to add another cable, you cut the old
one off, and just use a new one. Velcro Straps Much like cable ties, a simple Velcro strap has
hooks on one side, felt on the other. The benefit is they can be easily un-bundled or added to,
without cutting the strip and having to use another. Raceways Sometimes called cable tunnels,
these are for where cables are exposed, such as between your television and receiver, or going
to your speakers. They place a cover over your cables to hide them in an aesthetically pleasing
way. Many have little notches to lock your cables into. Label Everything During your bundling
process, it's often a good idea to use small labels near the ends of each cable, just in case you
need to disconnect something in the future. Privacy Matters Support. We do use cookies and
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about you, your preferences or your device and is mostly used to make the site work as you
expect it to. The information does not usually directly identify you, but it can give you a more
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allow some types of cookies. Click on the different category headings to find out more and
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adverts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. What's new New posts
Latest activity. Search forums. Members Current visitors. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is
disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You
should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Adjust LFE level with Yamaha receivers. Thread
starter Colin Start date Jun 11, Tags level yamaha. Colin Active Member. I think the answer is
no, but does anyone know if it Is possible to adjust the relative level of the 0. The LFE channel's
level is relative to the reference the audio was mixed at and your AV receiver will calibrate its

own levels relative to this same reference standard. The LFE channel's portrayal would be
determined by the settings being applied to the subwoofer, but the subwoofer's own level ism't
only applicable to the LFE channel. Reference level is a calibrated volume setting used for both
movie production in dubbing stages and post production houses and reproduction in screening
rooms and theaters. The human hearing system is non-linear, especially in the bass, so having
a consistent The Misunderstood 0. While in the commercial system it is referred to as the
subwoofer channel, this is not necessarily true for home theater setups. Last edited: Jun 11,
Thanks for the reply. Some receivers do Indeed allow you to control the LFE track volume
independently of subwoofer levelss and other speaker levels. My Pioneer LX59 can do it. My old
Anthem MRX could do it. See the screenshot from the Pioneer manual. You could then adjust
the LFE level independently of subwoofer level. I would like to reduce it. I prefer it at -2 or -3 dB
in my room rather than 0. Then for example if all your speakers were set to small and the
subwoofer was reproducing the bass in those channels under the Crossover freqs you could
separately attenuate the LFE level which is also reproduced by the sub as desired but not touch
the relative vol level of the former. The LFE level is mixed relative to the other channels and was
mixed in a sound studio. Why would you be better equipped to determine what that level should
be? All you are doing by using it is compensating for your own subwoofer's inabilities or
compensating for adverse effects your room may be having. I'd suggest it of more importance
that you address those issues as opposed to looking for AV receivers that let you ignore those
issues by modifying the mix or how the receiver is portraying the LFE channel. If the issues you
have are that annoying then maybe you'll now sort them out correctly? The ratio should be such
that LFE signals are 10dB louder than signals of equivalent level in any other channel. There is
no other logical reason to adjust the level of the LFE channel separately from the main channel
bass. Doing so irreparably alters the mix intended by the sound engineer. Bass Management
and the LFE Channel Page 2 Once the high- and lowpass filters are in place, and all the bass
has been directed to the appropriate speakers, the bass peak-level limiter takes over to prevent
bass from being distorted, even at high volume levels. Because of the proliferation of limiters in
powered subwoofers, not all AV I appreciate what you mean to some extent, but some
soundtracks have ridiculously excess bass recorded in the LFE channel. Some are just mixed
way over the top to my ears and mixing is subjective too If this is the case, I like having a way to
adjust it. I think most other receivers do. Also, why do so many receivers have it? The ability to
attenuate the LFE level is useful there too. Derek S-H Distinguished Member. OP - instead of
worrying about the LFE channel in your receiver, why not just turn down the output at the Sub's
end? Is your Sub inaccessible? I hear what you're saying about excessive bass, but it does vary
between content annoyingly so it is difficult to find a happy medium, I agree. I suppose you're
looking for a way to just make adjustments at the push of a button rather than have to crawl
around on the floor? In which case, I don't blame you! Having an LFE attenuation level
adjustment capability is v useful for those discs. Derek S-H said:. Pioneer and Anthem - yes.
Yamaha - no. How about recent Denons? In a setup inclusive of a sub, the LFE channel is sent
to the sub irrespective of the speaker size configurations anf isn't subject to crossover filtering.
THe passive speakers wouldn't play any part in the portrayal of the LFE channel. The mixed LFE
level is relative to the other channels being portrayed. Adjust this independently and the
soundtrack is no longer being portrayed as intended. An LFE level adjustment is not a normal
adjustment or one that has any support behind it in terms of standardisation. Hence why you'd
not commonly find such an option on most AV amps and or receivers. If the audio is too loud
then turn the master volume down. This will maintain the levels as they were mixed relative to
one another at a lower master bolume level. If only adjusting the LFE channel by -2db then
you'd only need to set the master volume 2db lower to have the same effect without adulterating
the mix or the level associated with the LFE channel relative to the other channels present. Also
note that all the other channels present are full range in nature and if redirecting the lower
frequencies away from the passive speakers to be then output via the sub, why wouldn't that
audio also disturb your neighbours? Why the need to just adjust the LFE channel? Colin said:.
This is wrong. Anyway, I just want to double confirm about the Denon receivers. Thanks for
your time and for trying to help. I'm not disputing it, you are simply wanting to falsely claim I
am. I've no objection to you correcting me when I stated that no AV receiver has such an option.
I think you'll find it is an option you will not commonly find on most AV receivers though. It isn't
a standardised option because you shouldn't really be adjusting the level. It is intended to be
relative to the other channel levels as I've tried to expain.. It is intended to be relative to the
other channel levels as I've tried to expain already. The really big bass which can be disturbing
is usually in the LFE track, not usually so much in redirected bass to the sub when other
channels are set to small. Jase Distinguished Member. It's adjustable on my Marantz SR see pic
below. Jase said:. For proper playback of the different sources, we recommend setting to the

values below. I must also correct myself after suggesting that Denon and or Marantz receivers
lack an LFE adjustment option. Both Denon and Marantz do in fact include such a setting. Both
allow the channel to be decreased by up to db. In other words, they are recommending you not
use the setting and leave it set to its default. I think the general consensus of opinion is to leave
it alone? Denon and Maratz by default have the ability to adjust the bass level from the 'Options'
button on the remote. They also have a Low Frequency Containment available. It then applies
psychoacoustic processing to restore the perception of low bass for listeners in the room. The
result is great sound that no longer disturbs the neighbors. You must log in or register to reply
here. Similar threads Y. Replies 3 Views Jan 2, gibbsy. Is this normal? Replies 42 Views 2K. Feb
15, dante Yamah RX-V presence speakers loud distorted sound issue. Replies 1 Views Jan 19,
skaveesh. Replies 24 Views 2K. Oct 24, dms. Subwoofer gain settings. Replies 8 Views 2K. May
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acoustic parameters for your room, Yamaha has included a device to help automatically
configure this you. When you use the front 5. We recommend the use of a tripod as a
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feedback! Yamaha Parametric room Acoustic Optimizer YPAO To help optimize the speaker
settings such as volume balance and acoustic parameters for your room, Yamaha has included
a device to help automatically configure this you. During the YPAO process, test tones are at a
high volume. Ensure that the test tones do not frighten small children. During the YPAO
process, you cannot adjust the volume. During the YPAO process, keep the room as quiet as
possible. Do not connect headphones. Press the power button on the receiver. Turn on the
subwoofer and set the volume to half. If the crossover frequency is adjustable, set it to MAX.
The optimization will start in 10 seconds. The screen will come up showing you the
recommended settings. The new speaker settings are now applied. Disconnect the YPAO
microphone from the receiver. Audio optimization is now complete. We're here to help! Related
articles. Privacy Matters Support. We do use cookies and other third-party technologies to
improve our site and services. Do not sell my personal information. Cookie Settings Privacy
Terms of Use. When you visit any website, it may store or retrieve information on your browser,
mostly in the form of cookies. This information might be about you, your preferences or your
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Cookies Settings OK. This app guides you through the various settings such as speaker
connections, TV and source device connections and assigning the power amp. System
illustrations and actual AV receiver images help you understand easily how to make the
connections between devices. If your receiver is network capable, setting parameters on this
app will automatically be copied to your AV receiver for simple setup. This app guides you
through the various settings such as speaker connections, TV and source device connections
and assigning the power amplifiers for your desired speaker output. System illustrations and
actual AV receiver images help you easily understand how to make the connections between
each device. If your receiver is connected to the network, the setting parameters on this app will
automatically be copied and applied to your AV receiver. Based on your selected speaker
confiuration for the room, this app shows you all the possible speaker layout avaialble to select.
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2008 prius front brake pad replacement
om the list. Based on Source Device Select result, this app shows you all necessary
interconnection cables. Based on your selected speaker layout in earlier step, this app shows
you to which speaker terminals the speakers need to be connected. Setting parameters in this
app will be automatically copied to your AV receiver. This app guides you how to engage YPAO
and checks if the speaker connection is correct. The application uses WiFi function on your
mobile terminal for the purpose of operating network-enabled devices. Product Information.
Wide Range of Functions. AV Receiver Model Select. Home Menu. Speaker Layout. Source
Device Select. Speaker Connection. Automatic Setup via Network. Compatible Models. System
Requirements. OS: iOS 9. Privacy Policy. Making a connection under WiFi-enabled environment
The application uses WiFi function on your mobile terminal for the purpose of operating
network-enabled devices. The colors and finishes shown may vary from those on the actual
products.

